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Abstract
Background: Whole body CT-scan (WBCT) is increasingly used in the setting of severe blunt trauma due higher sensitivity for detecting occult injuries in comparison to conventional radiography and ultrasound. But the real impact of routine CT-scan on patient
outcome is still unclear. Considering the high radiation exposure due to routine CT-scan, this study was conducted to assess the
effect of performing routine chest and abdominopelvic CT-scan on patient admission time and complications in blunt trauma.
Methods: One hundred and forty conscious and hemodynamically stable blunt trauma patients were included in this randomized
controlled study. For seventy patients, routine chest and abdominopelvic CT-scan was requested in addition to conventional radiography and ultrasound. For the other 70 patients, selective CT-scan was ordered according to the clinical presentation. Patient
admission times in the emergency room and surgery ward, complications and surgical procedures were assessed. “Missed injuries”
defined as additional findings on CT-scan which were not evident on radiography or ultrasound were assessed.
Results: Admission time in the emergency ward was significantly shorter in the intervention group with 3.7 ± 0.9 hours in comparison to 4.9 ± 0.8 hours in the control group. Also mean admission time in hospital was only 5.4 ± 2.4 in the intervention group
in comparison to 7 ± 3.3 days in the control group. On abdominopelvic CT-scan, 9 (7.8%) additional injuries were detected. All these
9 patients had a positive clinical examination. Chest CT-scan in the intervention group led to additional diagnoses in 17 patients
(24.28%) leading to tube thoracostomy insertion in 13 patients (18.57%).
Conclusions: Performing routine chest and abdominopelvic CT-scan in conscious blunt trauma patients decreases the hospitalization time but has no effect on patient complications and final outcome. Using a selective approach and performing CT-scan only for
symptomatic patients, would be an appropriate option to decrease radiation dose and facility overuse. Nevertheless, the concern
of missing occasionally a life threatening injury still remains. Each trauma center should make the decision whether to perform
CT-scan or not according to all the pros and contras of this imaging modality.
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